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Gay kiss-in still causing controversy

As LGBTF considers legal options, Mercer tells them no more kissing
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Officer Anthony Mancino and LGBTF club member Caitlyn Nixon during the
LGBTF club’s kiss-in even on February 18 in the Mercer cafeteria and Student
Center.
By Matthew White
Senior Reporter

Mercer administrators continue to respond to the events of February 18, when
the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Friends (LGBTF) club clashed
with security during an SGA-approved
kiss-in event. The event, which took
place at 12:25 PM, in the Student Center, followed in a tradition of non-violent
awareness-raising actions and was intended to spark discussion of gay issues
both on and off campus.
During the event, gay couples
kissed as LGBTF members blew whistles
and shouted affirmations.
The first kiss sparked an immediate response from students congregated in the cafeteria. Many cheered and
applauded, while others made disapproving remarks or left the room.
Security officers arrived and informed the kiss-in participants that they
were blocking access to the cafeteria
and that the whistles sounded like a fire
alarm. As reported in the Voice’s exclusive online article, “LBGTF and security
clash over kiss-in,” the LBGTF stopped
blowing their whistles and moved out of
the way, then continued kissing.
At this point, several eye-witnesses observed that security guards began pulling the kissing couples apart.
Francesca Scirocco, President
of LGBTF and kiss-in participant, describes how she was physically separated from her girlfriend by Security Officer
Anthony Mancino.
“He didn’t say ‘excuse me,
please move.’ Nothing. He basically just
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“I don’t sit here and tell you
that everything that the
security officers did was right.
I wouldn’t sit here and just
throw that kind of paint over
a situation. I won’t say it was
wrong either.””
-Bryon Marshall, Director of College Safety
started pulling us apart. When I saw him
touch [my girlfriend], I told him he better not touch her or me. He said, ‘I can
do what I want, watch me,’ and started
pulling us apart again.”
A heated debate between security personnel and LGBTF members ensued (audio recordings available online
at www.mcccvoice.org).
The kiss-in itself lasted ten to
fifteen minutes, but the argument went
on for about twice that long. The three
security officers involved were Officers
Anthony Mancino, Thomas Rice and
John Scheid. Also present were Mercer’s new school counselor Dr. Valerie
Brooks-Klien and LGBTF club adviser
Alex DeFazio (full disclosure: also an assistant adviser to The College Voice).
Since the event took place, several meetings have ocurred. The Student
Government Association (SGA) met
with LGBTF members and said that they
had not understood precisely what the
event was going to involve. SGA representatives further advised that it would
have been better if the LGBTF made
them aware ahead of time so they could
have called security in advance in order
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any safer?
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Friends Ian Conely and Mark Naprawa kissing during the LGBTF kiss-in event
on February 18.
to protect the LGBTF participants from
harm. The LGBTF notes that security did
not protect them from harm but rather
exacerbated the situation.
When asked to comment on
the incident now, SGA Public Relations
Officer Nick Bella said, “We never hold
controversial events; this was a controversial event. We could have informed
security and told them about the situation so they wouldn’t think, ‘What the
hell is going on?’”
In another meeting LGBTF club
officers met with Mercer administrators
including Executive Dean of Student Affairs Dr. Diane Campbell and Director of
College Safety Bryon Marshall.
At this meeting, administrators
presented ideas for making the campus
a safer place for students of the LGBT
community. These ideas included having LGBT students escorted to their cars

by security guards and allowing students
to park in closer faculty lots at certain
hours of the evening. Another idea presented by the LGBTF members was to
increase sensitivity training for school
faculty, staff and administrators.
During the meeting Dean
Campbell said: “I always thought that
Mercer was a very gay-friendly campus.
I always thought that, and that’s because
of the people who have always been
here. And I have not seen or heard or had
any issues in a very long time, no grievances, no security reports, none of that.
So that’s why, when you say the awareness needs to be raised, I was thinking
this is a very aware campus. And we’ve
been through several exercises in order
to make it that way.”
While representatives of the
LGBTF say they were gratified by the adSee KISS-IN page 3
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Tuition hike hits students where it hurts
3 - 29 - 10

Gov. Christie cuts EOF, TAG and NJSTARS: students pay the price
By Sarina Prior
The College Voice

Starting this summer, Mercer is
raising tuition by $8 per credit
which works out to about a $240
per year increase for full-time
students. On the surface this
may not seem like much, but
the hike comes at the same time
as Governor Christie slashes
education funding to close a
gaping state budget deficit of
$11 billion.
“I hadn’t heard about
[the tuition hike],” said secondyear Nursing major Anida Masuod, “but I have scholarships
and grants that are paying for
my tuition so it doesn’t affect
me financially.”
Depending on what
type of grants Masuod has, her
funding may not be as safe as
she thinks. Governor Christie’s
budget makes deep cuts to several key grant programs including the Education Opportunity
Fund (EOF) that funds low-income student and Tuition Assistance Grants (TAG) which
are used by nearly one in every
three full-time New Jersey students according to the Higher
Education Student Assistance
Authority.
Rachel Young, a firstyear Education major, said of
the increase, “[$8 per credit] is a
lot. Good thing I have a scholarship. It doesn’t really affect me
because I am in the NJSTARS
program.”
Although Young may
be safe, she is one of the lucky
ones. However, the popular
NJSTARS program, which provides total tuition remission
to community college for high
school students in New Jersey
who graduate in the top 15 percent of their class, is being eliminated in the Christie budget.
Students like Young will continue to be funded, provided they
maintain the needed GPA and
course load, but there will be no
more NJSTARS.
Not all students are as
sanguine about the tuition hike
as Young and Masuod. Sara

or participating in campus activities.
In an article entitled
“Effects of Part-Time Faculty Employment on Community College
Graduation Rates” published in
the Journal of Higher Education’s

Starting this summer Mercer is raising tuition by $8 per credit.
Hicks, a second-year Nursing
major, said of the increase, “Are
you shittin’ me? That’s exactly
why I’m not going to this school
next semester.”
Hicks says she hopes
to transfer to a four-year school
next year. When questioned
about the fact that tuition at
any four-year school would be
much higher than it is at Mercer, Hicks said that the costs
were offset by the fact that fouryear colleges offered more services, such as a health center.
Under the Christie
budget, Hicks may end up staying at Mercer, however, as funding for four-year state colleges
could drop as much as 17 percent.
In justifying Mercer’s tuition
and fee increase request at the
board meeting as well as at a
public informational meeting
on Feb. 15, Mercer President Patricia Donohue said that there is
a $350 thousand shortfall in the
current operating budget for
this year. In addition, the state
budget crisis may be expected
to result in 10 percent less state
funding for next year as compared with this year, or an ap-
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proximately $1 million cut.
Coupled with a possible cut in the Mercer county
contribution, Donohue says
the increase in tuition and fees
was needed in order to close
the $1.5 million gap, which does
not include increases in operating costs for next year.
Donohue also noted
that the increase in operating costs for next year, which
include health insurance premium increases and negotiated
salary contract increases, will
be accompanied by cuts in personnel and by delaying expenditures for purchases.
When asked if cuts in
personnel would include teaching positions, Donohue said
that they would. According to
Donohue, five positions were
cut in January, including three
vacant faculty positions and
two staff positions. There are
also now two open faculty positions which will not be filled.
When asked if the reduction in faculty would result
in fewer classes or sections being offered, Donohue said that
there were no plans to reduce
course offerings and adjunct

faculty would fill the gaps.
Enrollment at Mercer has increased by 9 percent this fall and
is projected to increase another
3 percent next fall. Donohue
said the school addressed the
surge in enrollment by adding
more afternoon, weekend and
online classes, and by increasing the numbers of adjunct faculty. According to Mercer’s institutional data, adjunct faculty
now teach 60 percent of classes
at Mercer.
Asked how the increase
in use of adjunct staff affects the
college, Dean of Liberal Arts
Robin Schore said, “We rely far
too much on adjuncts. It’s a national trend [but] it changes the
atmosphere of the college….
It’s sad to see full-time faculty
numbers drop.”
Schore goes on to say
of adjunct faculty, “While they
are often very good [teachers],
they are not as available and
shouldn’t be expected to be.”
Adjunct faculty generally have
other jobs and are only on campus briefly each week. They do
not have responsibility for, nor
are they paid for, advising students or campus organizations,

November/December 2006 issue, Daniel Jacoby describes research showing that graduation
rates for community colleges in
the United States are “adversely
affected when institutions rely
heavily upon part-time faculty
instruction.”
Jacoby goes on to add,
“Negative effects may be partially offset if the use of parttime faculty increases the net
faculty resource available per
student. However, the evidence
suggests that this offset is insufficient to reverse negative effects upon graduation rates.”
In recent months Mercer’s administration has made
widely publicized remarks establishing priorities to increase
retension of students and success in advising. In light of the
reliance on adjunct factuly,
these goals may be particularly
difficult to acheive.
When asked about
Mercer’s reliance on adjunct
faculty, who are currently paid
$830 per credit hour, President
Donohue said that while college accreditation bodies used
to set a guideline ceiling of 50
percent adjunct faculty for accreditation, that standard has
not been applied to community
colleges in recent years.
Guy Generals, Vice President
of Academic and Student Affairs, says that when enrollment
spikes, adding adjunct faculty
is the only way to quickly meet
the demand for more course
sections. He notes that using
more adjuncts also avoids the
budget commitment of adding
full-time faculty who might not
be needed when enrollment
declines.
Bottom line for students: 2010 means higher tuition, less assistance and more
classes taught by part-time faculty.

Nominate the adjunct or pre-tenured professor who has taught you or inspired you the most for:

THE VOICE’S FIRST ANNUAL ADJUNCT AND PRE-TENURED FACULTY AWARDS
Q: How do I know if my favorite professor is an adjunct or pre-tenured faculty member?
A: Just ask them and they will tell you.
Q: Should I nominate a professor who gives easy A’s?
A: No. The Voice seeks to honor the professors who set high standards, who refuse to patronize, who inspire.
Q: What do I have to do to nominate someone?
A: You must be a student. Fill out this form, cut it or tear it out and turn it in to the PINK file folder on the bulletin board outside LA 131.

Faculty member I nominate: _________________________________________
Class I had this instructor for: ______________________________________
Why I nominate this person: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
My student ID number: ___________________________________________
Best way to contact me: _____________________________________________
Winners will be announced in the Voice’s May issue and will be invited to recieve their award at the Voice’s First Amendment Free Food Festival on May 12.
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SECURITY GUARD
 TERMINATED
Two LGBT students file grievances
against Security Guard Kevin Larkin Jr.
By Dmitry Gurvits
The College Voice

COLLEGE VOICE | FILE PHOTO

County Sheriff Kevin C. Larkin at the April 2009 graduation of the Mercer
County Police Academy which is housed on Mercer’s West Windsor campus.

Sheriff Larkin apologizes
for interrupting class,
violating visitor policy
By Dmitry Gurvits
The College Voice

Mercer administrators sent a letter officially reprimanding County Sheriff
Kevin C. Larkin for interrupting a State
and Local Politics class (POL 205) held
on the evening of February 1.
As reported in the Voice’s Feb.
18 article “Law and disorder,” Larkin
entered the class after receiving a text
message from a student in the class who
is also a staffer in the county clerk’s office. The student, Brook Siedl, informed
Larkin that the professor, Michael Glass,
had made remarks about Larkin’s widely-publicized double-dipping into state
pension funds among other comments.
Larkin responded to the text
message by coming directly to the
school’s West Windsor campus. He
pulled Glass out of the classroom and
spoke to him in the hallway. When they
reentered the room a few minutes later,
the professor apologized to the students
as Larkin stood beside him.
Following broad public outcry
Larkin has now issued his own apology
both for interrupting the class and for
not adhering to the college’s visitor policy.
“I’ve known Mike Glass for 30
years, and I apologize for any violation
of school policy,” Larkin told the Trenton
Times on Feb. 24.
But Larkin also told the newspaper that he was responding to “outright lies” told by Glass. In an article in
the Trentonian on Feb. 26, Larkin said,
“[Glass] talked about me having child
support orders; my children live with
me and always have. He talked about me
having to pay alimony, which I do not.
He made a statement that I lived in substandard housing; I live in a nice house

in Hamilton Square.”
Glass, who responded to the
allegations in a letter to the Trentonian
published on Feb. 26, said, “the Sheriff has attributed comments to me that
have no basis in reality. Everything I
discussed was in the public domain.”
He added, “one would normally think
that a long-time law enforcement officer
would investigate unsubstantiated comments or hearsay before taking action.”
Russell Buckley, a student in
the POL 205 class, says that he does not
remember Larkin’s house being mentioned at all.
All told, “the off-the-cuff comments about child support and alimony
did not make up a substantial part of the
conversation,” says Buckley. He added,
“there has been a lot of hoopla over
some minor comments.”
Mercer County Executive Brian
Hughes told PolitickerNJ on Feb. 22 that
Larkin “overreacted,” adding that he’d
“talked with the Sheriff. [Larkin] knows
it was a mistake, and I think he realizes
he shouldn’t have done that.”
Details of the story were published in The College Voice as well as several local and national media outlets.
The original story can be found at www.
mcccvoice.org.

for more information
about this topic or any
other content in the
VOICE visit
WWW.MCCCVOICE.ORG

Mercer Security officer Kevin Larkin
Jr., son of Mercer County Sheriff Kevin
Larkin, was terminated last week. The
personnel action followed two incident
reports filed by LGBTF members against
Larkin Jr.
There has been no official confirmation from administration that the
complaints led to Larkin Jr.’s firing, but
the Voice can confirm that on March 23
Jose Fernandez, Executive Director of
Compliance and Human Resources, did
inform one complainant, Joseph “Bobo”
Burke, that “action was taken” against
Larkin Jr.
The complaints were officially
lodged by Burke, a transgender student,
and Fantasia Hoagland, a lesbian student, on March 11, following incidents
in which Larkin Jr. “talked to [them] in
any way he wanted to.”
The first incident occurred in
early February when Larkin Jr. allegedly
said to Burke, “[a dog] serves way more
purpose than you,” when Burke, who is
afraid of dogs, said aloud that an unattended service animal was roaming the
hallways.
“We were standing in front of
the cafeteria...and I saw a dog running
down the hallway...and I’m just like,
‘there’s a dog,’ and [Larkin] was just like,
‘what do you want me to do, it serves way
more purpose than you in this school
anyway,’” said Burke.
Instead of arguing with Larkin
Jr., Burke says that with the help of his
friends, Fantasia Hoagland and Alexis
Baker, who were present at the time, he
decided to file a complaint with Mercer
Security. “Bobo was going to go off, but
he didn’t,” says Hoagland.
When asked how the comment
made him feel, Burke said, “Damn,
am I really supposed to be in school?
Do I really serve a purpose? It had me
thinking...I’m only human, I only can
take but so much. Words do hurt, whether it’s coming from someone I don’t
know.”
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Transgendered student Joseph “Bobo”
Burke and lesbian student Fantasia Hoagland. Both students filed
grievances against Security Officer
Kevin Larkin Jr. based on disparaging comments he made that they feel
were based on their gender and sexual
orientation.
In the second incident, which
occurred on March 10, Larkin Jr. threatened Hoagland with “a $100 ticket” for
parking along a curb in Student Parking
Lot West 2 Hoagland says that Larkin Jr.
added, “why can’t you be like everybody
else and park your car in the parking lot.”
Hoagland says that she “was
mad. It’s just the way he said it. Everybody else is parking their car, but you’re
sitting here talking to me the way you’re
talking to me.”
When asked why it took so long
for him to come forward, Burke said, “I
waited because I felt nobody was going
to do anything. They would look at me
[and think, of Larkin Jr.,] ‘okay, he’s one
of my workers. I’m not gonna fire him
over some thing you said.’”
Burke says he was triggered to
report his complaint after repeatedly
hearing that Larkin Jr. was belittling other students, including Hoagland, who he
calls his “daughter” and his “sister”. The
See GUARD page 6

Kiss-in turmoil continues
By Matthew White
Senior Reporter

Cont. from pg. 1
ministration’s propositions to make the
campus safer, they were frustrated by the
fact that the administration would not
focus on the events that occurred at the
kiss-in itself. The LGBTF wanted to explain their grievances about the behavior of the security guards present and expected a formal apology. Marshall then
explained that harassment reports could
be filed about these specific incidents,
however the meeting as a whole did not
contain a discussion about security’s behavior.
Towards the end of the meeting,
Marshall said, “I read the newspaper, I’ve
also went back over each incident and
talked to all the parties that are named
and known to me; they happen to be
staff and security. I have no complaint
from any student or any participant
who has come forward. That being said,
I know the incident was disruptive as I
was here when it happened. I don’t sit
here and tell you that everything that the

security officers did was right. I wouldn’t
sit here and just throw that kind of paint
over a situation. I won’t say it was wrong
either.”
According to Scirocco, when
asked how the LGBTF could file grievances, Dean Campbell told them that
based on the volume of complaints, the
LGBTF would have to make a list of students who would like to file grievances.
As of March 21 the LGBTF has not yet
filed an official grievance.
The LGBTF club has, however,
been in contact with both the American
Civil Liberties Union’s New Jersey chapter and with Lambda Legal Defense.
Scirocco says one important
goal of any legal action would be to
have another kiss-in with the school
recognizing it as an important effort to
raise awareness and exercise both civil
and free speech rights rather than it being labeled disruptive or inappropriate.
Scirocco hopes there will be progress
toward this goal before she transfers to
Montclair State University at the end of
the semester.
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A source of hope for those struggling with self-injury
To Write Love on Her Arms is an organization that helps cutters recover
By Lisa Olson
Reporter

Whether intricately drawn or
simply written, the word “love”
was scrawled across the forearms of many students on November 13, the goal being to
bring awareness to the issue of
suicidal thoughts, self-mutilation and addiction, and its sufferers. The support movement
is lead by the non-profit known
as “To Write Love On Her Arms”
(TWLOHA).
TWLOHA was started by
a group of Christian friends,
headed by founder Jamie
Tworkowski. In February 2006
Tworkowski and his friends
united in an attempt to help
their friend, Renee, a 19-year
old who abused drugs, had constant thoughts of suicide and
cut her arms with razorblades
to help ease her internal pain.
Tworkowski and his friends
provided support to Renee and
later founded TWLOHA to help
others like Renee.
According to the organization’s website, the vision of TWLOHA is to “[provide] hope and
find help for people struggling
with depression, addiction,
self-injury and suicide. TWLO-

HA exists to encourage, inform,
inspire and also to invest directly into treatment and recovery.”
Tworkowski has received
much praise in his efforts to
fulfill that vision. This past year
Rolling Stone magazine featured an article on Tworkowski,
calling him a “surfer turned savior.” MTV showed their praise
by awarding the founder a Good
Woodie, which MTV defines as
an award given to “the artists
whose commitment to a social
cause has effected the greatest
change this year.”
What sets TWLOHA apart
from other recovery groups is its
focus on giving people very direct ways to express support. In
addition to having people write
“love” on their bodies, TWLOHA has set up blogs on social
networking sites like Facebook
and Myspace. They encourage
story-sharing.
“[The online blogs] are
used as sort of a newspaper or
magazine, if you will, to give updates and information on their
movement,” says second-year
Animation student Ben Burton.
Burton is an active supporter
of TWLOHA who attended the
recent Rolling Stone photo
shoot. When asked about his

experience with TWLOHA and
his feelings on being close to
Tworkowski during the shoot,
he said, “it’s not about me...
Whether it be a meeting or photo shoot it’s all about the message and that’s something that
I noticed while there and really hit home for me.” The photo
shoot was held in New York City
and consisted of Tworkowski
and some “friends” posing,
wearing signature TWLOHA
hoodies.
The movement has
gathered support from indie
rock bands like Switchfoot, Anberlin and Jimmy Eat World.
Band members have shown
their support by wearing TWLOHA hoodies and t-shirts
while performing on stage and
directing fans to check out the
movement’s website.
TWLOHA aims to inspire and uplift people who
need help. Although TWLOHA
was started with a Christian influence, the movement is open
to people of all faiths, races and
beliefs. TWLOHA also lends
support to family and friends
of suicide victims. The organization welcomes volunteers,
donations and thoughts of encouragement.

Slam poetry thrives in Trenton
Café International presents Ghandi’s Poetry Spot
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Raul Cortes Jr. host of Brownwater’s Open Mic Night at Rider
University.
By Kelly Smith
Reporter

Ghandi’s Poetry Spot (GPS) is
an open-mic poetry event held
at Café International on Friday nights. Café International,
with its warm brick façade and
floor-to-ceiling windows, is located on 241 East Front Street in
the historic Mill Hill section of
downtown Trenton.
The café is like a combination of grandma’s house
and a hip West Village dive. The
feeling it offers is calm and relaxing and the staff is more than
welcoming. The chic simplicity is accentuated by sparsely

placed, small, wooden tables
draped with maroon tablecloths .
The open-mic poetry
event was started by Uganda
Prescott, more commonly
known as Ghandi, two and half
years ago. His goal was to fill
the void in Trenton’s open-mic
night scene. Until GPS began
most open mics in Trenton offered rap, hip-hop and singersongwriters but no spokenword poetry. Ghandi teamed
up with Café International to
create an ongoing gig that has
become well known on the national slam and spoken-word
poetry circuit.

Raul Cortes Jr., a regular at
GPS and the host of a local
open-mic night himself, said,
“It is always a positive venue
with a crowd that has open arms
and I think it is remarkable that
artists come from as far as Texas
just to perform there.” He goes
on to say, “You never know
what to expect and that’s what
makes it so entertaining.”
GPS runs every other
week from 8:30 PM until all
those who have signed up have
participated. Beyond poetry,
GPS offers conscious rap, blues,
soul, beat boxing and hip-hop
performances, and a band is
always present to provide back
up or live accompaniment to an
act.
The café offers a menu
consisting of a variety of dishes
inspired by flavors from around
the world. Some house specialties include: curry chicken or
goat, orange glazed chicken
and meatloaf.
As attendance at GPS
increases, Ghandi praises the
poets: “Without the artists and
people who come in as well as
the café, having this poetry spot
would not have been possible.
For their contribution I am forever thankful.”
Ghandi says he hopes
to one day become owner of his
own poetry club. In the meantime, GPS continues to draw
crowds at Café International.
The next open mic at GPS will
be held May 7. For more information check out the Ghandi’s
Poetry Spot link on mcccvoice.
org.

To Write Love on Her Arms is an
organization founded by Jamie
Tworkowski to support those “struggling
with depression, addiction, self-injury
and suicide.”
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NJSTARS - VOICE - LGBTF
members are invited to attend the

PLANNING SUMMIT ON
APRIL 12 - 12-1pm
IN CMN 110

FOR THE COLLEGE VOICE’S

FIRST AMENDMENT FREE
FOOD FESTIVAL
MAY 12 - 12-1pm
ON THE QUAD

Faculty Profile
Prof. Lucas Kelly
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Sara Gatling
The College Voice

“People have an idea of what
art is and it usually involves this
blessed group of people that have
been gifted this magic that no one
else can learn. I don’t believe that;
[art is] a learned skill,” says Lucas Kelly, art professor at Mercer.
Kelly carries this concept into his
approach to teaching: “When my
students say, ‘I can’t do it, I’m not
an artist,’ I tell them, ‘Of course
you’re not. That’s why you’re in
an art class.’”
Kelly spent almost 9
months in the Center for Art
and Culture in Aix-en-Provence,
France in a graduate-style program which allowed him to work
and be critiqued on a regular
basis. Outside of the educational portion of his time spent
in France, what struck him most
about his general exposure to
French culture was the European
“attention to quality of life.” After
his experience in France, Kelly incorporated this attention to quality of life into many of his pieces.
He says, “[I] started making work
that tried to slow things down and
pay attention to things that are
usually missed,” referencing as an
example an installation that highlighted a single floorboard and
a plaque reading, “This moment
means everything.”
Back in the States, Kelly’s
work has been displayed in numerous exhibits every year since
2000, everywhere from New York
City to Seattle, Washington, out
of which the most well-known
venue was the PS1 (MoMA) Institute of Contemporary Art. “I

thought I was going to blow up
and I didn’t,” says Kelly regarding his participation in PS1’s
“The Painted World” exhibit
in 2005-2006. The exhibit was
curated by Bob Nickas and included works by Steven Parrino.
“[Parrino’s] one of my faves and I
was psyched to be in a show with
him,” says Kelly.
Kelly’s
sculpture,
“Space Cowboy,” debuted at the
Bill Maynes “Off The Top” art
show in 2003 and gained the attention not only of pop star and
Kelly’s roommate at the time,
Ben Jelen, who broke the piece
in an attempt to sit on it, but also
of a homeless man who got in a
verbal altercation with the piece
during a Travel Channel interview with Kelly. The show was
a “kind of Rutgers past, present
and future,” says Kelly. Among
the artists whose work was featured was Roy Lichtenstein.
One of Kelly’s goals
as an educator at Mercer is to
change the common “provincial” perception of art. He says,
“there is an idea of what art is,
what it looks like, what an artist is…most of my students’ notions of art are aged by at least
fifty years, that’s just not the
case anymore.” Kyle Stevenson,
a colleague of Kelly’s, confirms
this approach, saying, “Lucas’
strengths are definitely with
contemporary critical theory;
he’s got a great eye.”
Another goal of Kelly’s
is to tear down the myth “that
only dead people get famous.”

“The notion that you can’t live off
your work [as an artist] is a travesty,” says Kelly.
His classroom atmosphere is both fun and serious.
He jokes around with his students but makes sure they’re
working hard. “Hands and
mouths, hands and mouths, they
should be moving at the same
time,” Kelly tells two students
who are chatting in his TwoDimensional Design class. For
one of these students, Jonas Verheyen, a third-year Photography
major, 2-D Design is his second
class with Kelly. “He pushes you
to go above and beyond,” says
Verheyen. “[He] makes you feel
like you should put your all into
it,” Verheyen adds.
Chris Moore, a former
student of Kelly’s, says, “[Kelly]
goes beyond the academic level,
and honors students’ work outside of the classroom. He loves
seeing personal art work so
much; he really wants us to grow
as people and artists outside of
school. Lucas is always willing to
go well beyond the boundaries
of just what is taught in the classroom and likes to help cultivate
the students’ talent on a one-toone basis.”
Professor Lucas Kelly
has a sculpture showing at the
upcoming NJ Arts Annual at the
State Museum from May 8 to November 14. He also plans to rent
a larger studio than his current
one and start working more on
sculpture, which he identifies as
his strength.

TO KNOW THE TATTOO IS TO KNOW THE MAN
Kelly’s tattoo sleeve was designed by
Jessie Nucifora of Revolver Tattoos in New
Brunswick. Kelly gave her some ideas to work
with but also “gave her free reign to free style.”
CROWS: “I think of crows as peasant birds,
vagrants, the bird that’s looked down upon
but travels in packs…like me and my friends.”
ROSES: “I’m the youngest of five, and the
[five] roses go from a bud all the way to one
that’s dying and falling apart.”
BANNER: The banner reads, “Won’t quit,
won’t break” – a lyric taken from the chorus of
“West Coast by local band Roadside Graves.
The “West Coast” line holds meaning to Kelly
and his friends as they are all artists (all but
Kelly are musicians) and “it’s a career that
kicks your knees out…It’s nice to feel that
there’s hope.”
DEAD TREE: This started off as a vague idea
but when Kelly mentioned it to Nucifora her
eyes lit up and she said “Dead tree?! I love
doing dead trees!” “And then I couldn’t say
no,” says Kelly.

PHOTOS | CJ HARKER
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Mamma Flora’s Trattoria in Ewing
Excellent food meets community service
By Kevin Genovario
Reporter

Mamma Flora’s Trattoria, a locally owned Italian restaurant
provides an exceptional dining experience for residents
in Ewing, New Jersey and the
surrounding areas while supporting its local community.
Located off Olden Avenue,
Mamma Flora’s serves generous portions matched with reasonable prices.
Like the typical local Italian restaurant, Mamma
Flora’s is very family oriented.
But, instead of dry Italian music, a wide variety of popular
music can be heard over the
low murmur of its diners. The
walls are lined with mirrors,
giving the illusion that the restaurant is bigger than it actually
is and is decorated with murals
and paintings of New York City,
bringing the city’s Little Italy to
a small town.
Customer service is superb. From the moment of entrance it is clear that their customers are the main priority. I
was seated at a small table, but
at its first availability was asked
if I would rather prefer a booth.
Throughout my dining experience my waiter was very friend-

Mamma Flora’s in Ewing is a popular hangout for TCNJ students.
ly, engaging in casual conversation and even joking with me
about the New York Yankee tshirt that I was wearing (which
went well with the theme of the
restaurant). Service was speedy
and punctual and a huge positive was that my drink glass was
never empty.
The food is simply
mouth-watering.
Available
on the menu is ordinary Italian food such as vodka rigatoni, chicken alfredo, pizza, etc.
However, if you are feeling like
you want to try something different and maybe like treating
yourself, Mamma Flora’s offers

entrées comparable to an upscale restaurant. On the list to
choose from includes chicken
or veal portofina, marsala, fra
diavolo and much more. “I got
the chicken francese. It was a
lot, but it was good!” remarked
Tyrone Michaels, 20, a diner at
the restaurant.
What makes Mamma
Flora’s Trattoria stand out from
most Italian restaurants is its
support for local events and
establishments. Although the
restaurant attracts a variety of
customers, young and old, it
was a surprise to see how many
college students were present.

PHOTO | DMITRY GURVITS

Ewing is home to The College of
New Jersey (TCNJ) which many
of the customers attended.
Mamma Flora’s made an agreement with TCNJ to help fundraise for the sophomore class.
For every group of students that
dined at the restaurant with a
valid TCNJ ID, 15% of the check
was donated to the sophomore
class of 2012. “We try and help
in any way we can,” remarked
restaurant manager, Gary Gulack. “If that means giving back
to the students and having a
little fun, so be it!”
Surrounded by fellow
TCNJ students sat Emma Harri-

son, 19. “I like supporting local
businesses and a lot of people
have recommended Mamma
Flora’s to me. It has a great
reputation with great food and
service.” Mamma Flora’s adds
to the convenience for college
students because in addition to
good sit-in service, they also deliver for free.
Mamma Flora’s Trattoria doesn’t stop at school
fundraisers. They also provide
free entertainment to the community. Posted on a wall are
flyers advertising live music on
select days. Dennis G. Rogers,
a professor of music and director of percussion studies at the
University of Missouri at Kansas City-Conservatory of Music, comes to Mamma Flora’s to
perform live once a month with
no cover charge.
Mamma Flora’s Trattoria is a restaurant that immerses
itself within the community and
strives for excellence. The food
comes as delicious as it looks
and the proportions are big
enough to almost always bring
some home in a doggy bag to
share with the family or as late
night snack after a long day of
studying. No matter what the
diner is in the mood for, Mamma Flora’s cannot go wrong.

Security Guard Larkin
terminated following
two student complaints
By Dmitry Gurvits
The College Voice

Cont. from pg. 2
incident that occurred on March 10
was his tipping point, he says.
“I’m hearing too much stuff
about him, I’m hearing too much
that’s going on. And ain’t nobody
saying anything,” said Burke. Burke
added, “Fantasia’s like my little sister,
and when she started telling me about
her story it upset me. This is us going
at this thing again. And he’s not gonna
talk to her like that, sorry. I had to do
what I had to do.”
“I have a real thing with authority, but I tried to handle it the adult
way at the time and it actually went
through,” said Burke when he was told
that Larkin Jr. was indeed fired following Burke’s complaint. Burke added, “I
kind of feel better now.”
Bryon Marshall, Director of
College Safety, indicated that, in this
case, the incident reporting mechanism functioned as it was designed
to. “The people actually produced
themselves...right to Chief [John]
Raimondi...I said, ‘Chief, just investigate it’, he did, he took the information down, we investigated it, we back
checked it.” Marshall added, “We’ve
fully investigated [the incident],
turned the matter over to HR, and
there was action taken against that
employee...it was severe action.”

Burke echoed Marshall’s sentiment. Initially, Burke expected that
Raimondi would minimize Larkin’s
comments. However, security was respectful and accommodating in taking the complaint, says Burke. “When
I first was going in...I felt like [Raimondi] was just going to say, ‘I’ll handle
the situation,’ but nothing is done...but
when I get in there...[Raimondi] gave
me the information, gave me the incident report twice actually, and then
he gave me a copy of what I already
wrote down. I really was appreciative
of that,” Burke said.
Francesca Scirocco, LGBTF
President, said, “I really think these
guards need better training. I guess
kudos to the school for handling it, but
shame on them for not training them
properly on how to speak to a student
who’s not much younger than them. I
think because we have the label ‘student’...they can speak to us like we’re
not civilized people, like we’re animals.”
As employee personnel files
are confidential, the Voice cannot
confirm if other incidents contributed
to Larkin Jr.’s termination.
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COLLEGE MEDIA ADVISERS CONVENTION
NEW YORK CITY, MARCH 14-16

WHAT IS CMA?
The College Voice

WHAT LIES AHEAD AT CMA?
By Dmitry Gurvits
The College Voice
While at CMA, The College Voice
conducted an interview with incoming CMA spring convention
director, Michael Koretzky, media
adviser at Florida Atlantic University. The following are excerpts
from that interview:

VOICE: What changes are in
store for CMA 2011?
MK: [I hope to add] Something
called CMA Lounge...[It will
have] couches and tables and
chairs...and most importantly
Wi-Fi. Maybe if you are at a
convention of urologists you
don’t need Wi-Fi, but if you’re
a convention of media people,
it is as necessary as oxygen...
The other thing we are going

PHOTOS | CJ HARKER

to do is have less convention...
This convention there are about
300 sessions. We will cut that
down to somewhere between
200 and 250...We are going to
figure out which sessions hit the
mark on both information and
presentaiton and kinda let the
others fade away.
VOICE: Anything else you would
change?
MK: I even want to change the
students. I would like to construct a convention that has
community colleges, some
weeklies and some of the bigger
papers...When I looked around I
saw precious few daily newspapers.

VOICE: What worked well that
you won’t change?
MK: There are a number of presenters that are really good.
Frank LoMonte, Executive Director of the Student Press Law
Center – the guy gave like 15
sessions...but all of them are
good.
VOICE: What about next year’s
keynote speakers?
MK: We don’t pay them, so it is
really tough to get a keynote...I
will do my best to get someone
of color or someone without a
penis.
VOICE: If you had to describe
CMA 2010 and CMA 2011 each in
just one word what would it be?
MK: Pleasant...and...twisted.

The CMA (College Media Advisers’) spring
convention in New York City is an annual
pilgrimage for hundreds of student journalists from two- and four-year colleges
across the nation. Every March student
reporters and their media advisers gather
to attend workshops and panels on topics
from Covering Campus Crime to finding
employment in the Convergence Media
world.
This year a six person cohort of
College Voice staffers not only attended
CMA but also gave an interactive workshop designed to help participants cultivate strong interviewing and reporting
skills. The well-attended session included
a role-playing activity followed by a leadwriting seminar including critique provided by College Voice adviser, Prof. Holly
Mathews. Due to the success of the event,
CMA’s spring convention organizer, Michael Koretzky of Florida Atlantic University, has asked that the panel be given
again next year.
The Voice’s senior photography
staffer CJ Harker took a series of photos of
the event, several of which will be submitted to this year’s CMA photo competition.
More photos can be viewed online at www.
mcccvoice.org and in the photo collage
presented here.
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As “Megan’s Law” turns

New Jersey is currently out of compliance
named
after
slain
Hamilton
girl,
Me
WHAT HAPPENED TO MEGAN?
By Daniela Rocha
And the Staff of The College Voice

It was a warm afternoon in
late July, 1994, when a sevenyear-old girl named Megan
Kanka was beckoned across
the street by her neighbor, a
33-year-old man named Jesse
Timmendequas. He asked
her if she wanted to see his
new puppy. Once she was
inside his house, he raped
her then slammed her head
into a dresser, strangled her
to death with a belt, then put
two plastic bags over her head
to prevent blood from getting on the carpet and raped
her again. Finally he shoved
her body into a toy box and
dumped it next to a portable
toilet in Mercer County Park.
The murder-rape of
Megan Kanka inspired local
and national outrage that ultimately lead to the creation
of “Megan’s Law.” The law
requires that a database of
registered sex offenders be

maintained and that when
a dangerous sex offender
moves into a community,
its residents be informed.
In 1996, then President Bill
Clinton passed a federal law
that required every state to
follow New Jersey’s lead.
Fifteen years later,
New Jersey, like many states,
is out of compliance with its
own law. The problems are
many: maintaining the sex
offender registry and notification system is expensive,
trying to find locations for sex
offenders to live is increasingly difficult, many psychologists who specialize in sexual behavior believe that many
sexual offenders are not able
to change, and the premise of
the law –that informing people of danger will help them
keep safe- has been criticized
by legal experts and law enforcement officials alike.

MEGAN KANKA
A seven-year-old girl from
Hamilton, NJ who was
raped and murdered by
her neighbor in 1994. Her
parents fought to have a
law passed that would
inform communities
of sex offenders living
among them. “Megan’s
Law” was passed within
months of her murder
and was later adopted by
numerous other states.

HOW DOES THE LAW WORK?
“Megan’s Law” sorts sex offenders into three different
tiers. After psychological
evaluation, a judge assigns
offenders into a tier. Tier one
determines that the sex offender is at low risk to re-offend, tier two determines that
they are at moderate risk to
society and tier three include
those individuals who are assessed as being a high risk to
society.
The
information
available on the registry website (www.state.nj.us/njsp/
info/reg_sexoffend.html) includes a photo, the name of
the sex offender, any aliases
the offender has used, descriptions of marks such as
tattoos and scars, description
of the vehicle used by the offender and its license plate
number, the offender’s current address and the nature
of offense including victim’s
age at time of offense.
Maureen Kanka, Megan’s mother, in a recent interview with the VOICE stated that the picture is a great
element of the registry. “Parents can sit down with their
children and show them the
picture of who the offender

is, to better help protect their
children,” Kanka says.
On the New Jersey
registry website, however,
some are out of date by as
much as two years. This can
be aproblem as sex offenders can lose or gain weight,
change their hair style, or
otherwise modify their appearance.
The registry lists offenders who have committed
a sex related crime against
an adult, molested a child
or been found not guilty for
reason of insanity. However,
the registry does not list every
person who has ever committed a sexual crime, including
some juvenile offenders.
Once individuals are
classified, the prosecutor’s
office starts the notification
process based on the risk
assessment. In the case of
moderate to high-risk offenders, the prosecutor’s office
notifies the public by posting information on the state’s
Internet registry. In addition,
law enforcement officials go
door to door and post flyers
to let people know that a sex
offender is moving into their
area.

Where
Megan’s
body was
found.

IN 1994, THE BODY OF 7-YEAR-OLD MEGAN KANKA
WAS DUMPED IN MERCER COUNTY PARK.
Mercer County Park

Babara Lee Drive:
where Megan
Kanka originally
went missing on
July 29, 1994.

CAN THE LAW BE ENFORCED?
Even if Governor Christie was
able to find the funds to bring
New Jersey back into compliance with “Megan’s Law,”
a growing body of evidence
suggests it is difficult for the
police to ensure total enforcement of the law.
The logistical complications of enacting sex
offender notification and
registry laws have been
highlighted in recent weeks
through a series of incidents
in California which operates
under a variation of “Megan’s
Law” known as “Jessica’s
Law.” The law is named after
a nine-year-old girl from Florida who was raped and then
buried alive by her 47-yearold neighbor, John Couey, in
2005.
According to an article by Gerry Shih in the
New York Times on March 6,
2010, a California sex offender named James F. Donnelly
moved into a house directly
across the street from Wildwood Elementary School in
Piedmont, directly violating
the terms of “Jessica’s Law.”

Parents complained to local
law enforcement, but the Police
Chief, John Hunt, was informed
by the Alameda County district
attorney and the California attorney general that there were
no provisions in “Jessica’s Law”
for removing or punishing Donnelly.
Shih’s article notes
that, “For Mr. Donnelly’s housing decision to be considered a
violation of state law, ‘there has
to be a punishment attached,’”
according to Nancy O’Malley,
the Alameda County district attorney. She went on to say that
“Jessica’s Law never assigned a
punishment.”
Shih quotes Police
Chief Hunt as saying: “I was
amazed. You have this law that
was overwhelmingly voted in
and determined to be constitutional, and then you find out
there’s no bite to it. It’s all bark
and no bite.”
In some situations,
Donnelly’s
actions
could
amount to a parole violation
and land him back in jail, but
as the Rutgers University 2008
study points out, “Only 32 per-

cent of [sex] offenders were
paroled whereas 68 percent
maxed out, leaving the prison
with no post-incarceration
supervision
requirements
other than those imposed by
Megan’s Law.” When offenders are not on parole they
must register and keep their
address information up to
date, but in many states there
is no punishment for offenders who simply move into restricted areas. “Megan’s Law”
is primarily concerned with
providing information, not
punishment.
A recent report conducted by Administrative Offices of the Court shows that
as of June 2009 in the state of
New Jersey, 5,102 individuals
failed to register with local
police.
Maureen Kanka says
she thinks there needs to be
better education of judges
and better enforcement of the
law. “Too many times I hear
that an offender will fail to
register, and once they catch
him they will slap him on the
hand,” Kanka says.

s 15, are we any safer?
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e with its own land mark sex offender law,
egan Kanka. Why did this happen? WHAT ARE THE COSTS?
IS KNOWING ENOUGH?

“The premise of passing ‘Megan’s Law’ was to bring awareness to families about potential danger living in their
community,” said Megan’s
mother, Maureen Kanka, in a
recent interview with The College VOICE. Mrs. Kanka, still
a Hamilton resident, maintains that if she had known
that Timmendequas and two
other convicted sex offenders
were living right across the
street, she would have been
able to warn her daughter
and protect her from harm.
But is knowing enough?
In an article entitled
“Would ‘Megan’s Law’ Have
Saved Megan?” published in
the New Jersey Law Journal on
July 8, 1996, senior reporter
Tim O’Brien writes that “In
fact, interviews and a police
report make clear that neighbors living within at least eight
houses of the Cifelli house
[where Timmendequas lived]
were aware that [Joseph Cefelli] was a convicted sex offender. Those interviewed
also all knew specifics of the
charges against him.”
O’Brien goes on to
suggest that even the Kankas
may have known about
Cifelli, if not about Cefelli’s
housemate, Timmendequas.
O’Brien writes, “four neighbors say they believe that the
Kankas --of 32 Barbara Lee
Drive [in Hamilton, N.J.]-also knew that Cifelli, who

lived diagonally across the
street from them, was a convicted sex offender.”
Obrien quotes David
Rocha, who was an American
Civil Liberties Union -NJ staff
attorney at that time, saying
that “the disclosure that neighbors had some knowledge underscores the ‘fallacy of the law,
which seems to be premised on
two choices, either you drive
the offenders out, or you hide
your children as prisoners in
their own home.’” Rocha goes
on to say that “In reality, after
a time people will go about living their lives, and will behave
or respond in a variety of ways.
But laws should be structured
to set a social policy or solve a
societal problem. Laws can’t
solve individual problems, and
policies shouldn’t be based on
anecdote.”
Maureen Kanka insists
that O’Brien got it wrong and
she is certain that “Megan’s
Law” has saved lives. She says,
“I have received e-mails over
the years from people whose
children have been affiliated
with sex offenders and before
the legislation was passed they
had no idea there was a problem with them.”
Mrs. Kanka’s view
that having access to information may change the way citizens behave is supported by
substantial evidence. Victoria
Beck, Ph.D. led a group of researchers who published a

series of articles in The Journal of Psychiatry & Law that
showed when a community is
notified of a sexual offender’s
presence in their neighborhood, their fear of victimization increases as does their
likelihood of taking some selfprotective measures, such as
buying a dog or firearm or
installing alarm system. But
the same research indicates
these behaviors have no impact on whether or not offenders reoffend.
A research study in
Washington state that examined the behavior of sexual
offenders released prior to
the enactment of registry and
notification laws, and those
released after the laws went
into effect also showed no
difference in recidivism rates,
but did find that new offenses
were detected more quickly
once they had been committed.
Sgt. William P. Bastedo who is currently in charge
of the “Megan’s Law” unit
of the West Windsor Township police, says that the law
is valuable to law enforcers,
because “We know who the
offenders are and where they
are located.” Knowing who
to talk to when a child goes
missing or is found dead,
however, does not appear to
be the original intent of “Megan’s Law” and may not be
what community members
expect it to offer.

WILL SEX OFFENDERS DO IT AGAIN?
The Rutgers University and
New Jersey Department of
Corrections study published
in 2008 revealed that “Megan’s Law” did nothing to
reduce rates of recidivism
among sex offenders, but the
report notes that “New Jersey,
as a whole, has experienced
a consistent downward trend
of sexual offense rates.”
The average sentence served by sex offenders is five years. Forty-six
percent of those released are
re-arrested (9 percent are rearrested for a sex crime) and
the average length of time to
re-arrest is two years.
Louis B. Schlesinger,
a professor of psychology at
John Jay College of Criminal Justice in New York City,
told The College Voice in a
recent phone interview that,
“Treatment will not change
an offender’s sexual arousal
pattern,” but that it may help
some offenders “gain control”

over their behavior.
In his 2003 book “Sexual Murder: Catathymic and Compulsive Homicides” Schlesinger
seeks to differentiate the various types of sexual murders,
pointing out that not all murders that appear sexually motivated are and vice versa.
A survey of Mercer
students shows that while few
are aware of “Megan’s Law,” 40
percent believe that treatment
is ineffective for sexual offenders. Research suggests this may
be true for sociopathic offenders and killers like Ted Bundy
and Jeffrey Dahmer, but is not
necessarily the case for all sexual offenders, including the 54
percent who do not re-offend as
described in the Rutgers report.
Of those sexual offenders who do recidivate, however,
data suggests that sexual registry and notification laws may
make them even more likely
to seek contact with children
simply as a result of being ostracized by the adult community.

According to Richard
Tewskbury in his 2005 article
“Collateral Consequences of
Sex Offender Registration”
from the Journal of Contemporary Criminal Justice, a
significant minority of registered sexual offenders, no
matter what their likelihood
for recidivism, suffer from
social stigmatization, loss of
relationships, and verbal and
physical assaults.
Tewskbury
also
found that a majority of sex
offenders reported negative
consequences, such as exclusion from residences, threats
and harassment, emotional
harm to their family members, social exclusion by
neighbors, and loss of employment.
“The less stable
someone is, it is more likely
that they will commit an offense and not qualify to come
off of Megan’s list” says local public defense attorney
Christopher Duffy.

Beyond questions of whether
“Megan’s Law” protects citizens or not, there is no doubt
that it is expensive to carry
out. Furthermore, the costs
of compliance far outweigh
the penalties for being out of
compliance.
According to JusticePolicy.org and a recent
press release by David T.
Schlendorf Law offices, “New
Jersey’s first-year outlay of
$14,088,206 would vastly exceed the $516,071 it stands to
lose [in federal funds] if it fails
to implement” current sex offender registry and notification laws.”
A 2008 study conducted by Rutgers University
and The New Jersey Department of Corrections, through
a grant from the National
Institute of Justice, found
that “The cost for Megan’s
Law implementation during
calendar year 2006 was estimated to be $1,557,978 [per
county], whereas implemen-

tation costs during calendar
year 2007 totaled $3,973,932
for responding counties. This
change represents a 155 percent increase in ongoing expenses from calendar year
2006 to calendar year 2007.”
The report concluded that the
sudden increase was likely
linked to the new use of Global Positioning Satellites for
the most dangerous offenders and the increased costs of
surveillance.
Currently New Jersey
is facing an $11 billion deficit
on a $33 billion budget and
Governor Christie is making
up the difference without increasing taxes, a position he
campaigned on. The result
has been a long list of budget
cuts. College tuition assistance has been slashed, while
prescription drug fees for seniors has been doubled. In
such an economic climate, it
is perhaps not surprising that
the state would choose to remain out of compliance with
costly sex offender laws.

JESSE TIMMENDEQUAS
was sentenced to death in
for the 1994 murder and
rape of seven-year-old
Megan Kanka. In 2007
New Jersey abolished
the death penalty.
Timmendequas is now in
prison for life without the
possibility of parole. He
has not given an interview
in 15 years and denied an
interview request from
The Voice.

CAN THEY GET OFF THE LIST?
The fact that “Megan’s Law”
turns 15 this year is particularly significant because one
of the provisions of the law
allows offenders to petition
to have their name removed
after 15 years on the list.
Local Public Defense
Attorney Michael Buncher
said in an interview with The
College Voice that so far he
has worked with ten registered sex offenders who have
sought to have their names
removed from the registry.
Three of his clients have been
denied, but six have been
successful. One of Buncher’s
cases is still pending.
Only certain people
qualify to have their names
removed from the registry.
“Convictions such as sexual
assault, aggravated sexual
assault and offense to more
than one victim or more than
one offense, automatically
qualifies an offender for be-

ing on the list for a lifetime,
regardless of the tier they
were placed on,” says Buncher.
Public defense attorney Duffy states that the
group most successful in
having their names removed
are those who committed
their offense as juveniles. Yet
even for low risk offenders,
he adds, “It is possible that
someone on tier one may not
qualify for name removal.”
Human
Rights
Watch released a statement
saying that “Megan’s Law” is
too broad and that the duration of time spent on the registry is too long. They note
that juveniles who are registered under “Megan’s Law”
may pose little or no risk of
recidivism and the scrutiny of
the law may leave them less
stable and less able to function within the community.

LEARN HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF AND
READ AN EXCLUSIVE VOICE INTERVIEW WITH A
LOCAL SEX OFFENDER AT MCCCVOICE.ORG
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Men’s basketball makes nationals
3 - 29 - 10

By Brendan Belluscio
Reporter

The Mercer Vikings men’s basketball team is competing for
the school’s first men’s basketball national title since 1974 in
the NJCAA Division II National
Championship in Danville, Illinois. The team has been chasing a national title since since
they last time they won back to
back crowns in 1973 and 1974.
The Vikings (20-12)
qualified for the sixteen team
national tournament by winning the Region Tournament
hosted by Lackawanna Junior
College. Starting the tournament as the #3 seed, Mercer
defeated Essex County Community College 70-64 in the
quarterfinals at home and Delaware Tech-Terry 76-68 in the
semifinals to advance to the regional final.
In the final on March
2, the Vikings upset host and
top-seeded Lackawanna 76-69
behind sophomore guard Uros
Kovacevic’s 29 points and Paco
Boussougou’s 14 points and 11
rebounds. Quentin Loftin and
Isaiah Andrews both contributed 13 points in to the victory.
Credit for the Vikings’
turnaround goes to coach Howard Levy as well as the players.
Howard Levy is in his second
season coaching the team. Tom
DeStefano and Miles Smith
serve as assistant coaches. After a 12-16 record in 2008-2009,
the former Princeton University star forward and assistant
coach has turned the team
around. Leading the Vikings is

Sophomore Business-Administration major Uros Kovacevic,
sophomore Paco Boussougnou,
freshman Mass-Communications major Isaiah Andrews,
sophomore Liberal-Arts major Derek Williams, freshman
Quincy Hendryx, and sophomore Quentin Loftin.
The team’s season began long before games started
with summer workouts. Multiple players credit the running
and summer workouts with
bringing the team together and
helping the players get through
the grind of a long season.
The season did not
start well for the Vikings. They
started 2-7, which can be attributed to injuries to Derek
Williams and Uros Kovacevic.
“We’ve come a long way since
the beginning of the season.
Two of our best players were injured and we managed without
them. After the rough start we
went on an eight or nine game
streak. We kept working hard
and we are going to keep working hard,” said Quentin Loftin.

During the losing
streak, the team had the opportunity to play a game against
Frederick College at the Verizon
Center in Washington, D.C.,
home of the NBA’s Washington
Wizards and Georgetown University men’s basketball team.
Even though they lost a close
game 80-74, playing in the arena left a profound impact on the
players. “It was a great experience,” according to Derek Williams. “It was the first time any
of us played in an NBA arena,”
he said. “It was cool because
we spoke to a lot of Wizards
players,” said Uros Kovacevic.
Isaiah Andrews described it as
a “big deal, overwhelming. We
tried to soak everything in. It
really showed us the reason
why we are all here.”
Now that the regional
tournament is over, the team
faces a long layoff between
March 2 and March 16 before
the beginning start of the national tournament. During the
break, the players have been
practicing hard. “We have over

Running down a dream
By Veronica Furman
Reporter

Mercer will be introducing a
women’s cross country team
in fall 2010. The team will be
coached by Erin Cahill, an
administrative specialist in
the athletics office at Mercer. Cahill holds a Master’s
degree in Physical Education
from TCNJ, where she ran
on the varsity cross country
team.
Cahill says she intends to recruit runners by
contacting cross country
coaches at local high schools.
Mercer’s Athletics
Director, John Simone says,
“Initially we’re gonna grow
slow but we think that our
participation will be from
new students who will come
to the college who normally
wouldn’t come to this college.”
Cahill says a few students have already expressed
interest and she hopes to
entice a few recruits from
other community colleges in

the area that don’t offer cross
country by offering them incounty tuition rates.
Simone says that
he has entertained the idea
of adding another women’s
sports team for a while. “We
wanted to grow to one more
sport, which keeps us more
closely aligned with the other
community colleges in the
state of New Jersey in terms
of growth…cross country was
the one we studied and felt
that was the best since seven
or eight other community
colleges already have cross
country…we felt this would
align beautifully,” Simone
said.
The addition of another women’s sports team
will also serve to help Mercer’s standing under Title IX,
a law affirming equal educational rights for both men
and women, first enacted in
1972. Presently this statute
has come to be most closely
associated with equal gender rights and representation
concerning sports teams.

According to Simone, for every 20 male athletes
to a sports team at Mercer,
the corresponding women’s
team has about 16; the new
women’s cross country team
will aid the Mercer athletics
department’s “quest to increase women’s participation
in sports on campus.”
Cahill says, “Our
male teams have a few more
athletes than the female
teams…so we’re just trying
to get that ratio of male to female athletes as close to 5050 as possible. So we’re hoping that if we could add six to
ten women [to sports teams]
we could be close to that 5050.”
To be eligible for the
team Cahill says she is not
requiring that runners have
high school cross country experience, but that they must
meet basic fitness requirements and appear capapble
of managing the busy competition and training schedule
in addition to maintaining
their course work.

PHOTO | PATTI SCHMITTINGER

Mercer’s men’s basketball team went to the nationals for the
first time since 1974.
two weeks... we have to use this
period to rest up and then work
hard. We are going to be competing with the 16 best teams
in the country,” said Kovacevic.
“With a game coming up we
have to focus, get healthy, and
mentally prepare,” said Andrews. “We have to realize that
we are all we got,” said reserve
sophomore guard Marcus Jimenez. “It takes five guys to
talk defense. We have to get the
mindset that there is no tomorrow... and do the little things,.”
Jimenez added.
Mercer’s first determined
opponent will be sixth seeded
Kishwaukee College (26-6) who
advanced to the tournament

by beating Black Hawk (Ill.)
College 64-60 in the Region 4
tournament final. Kishwaukee
is lead by 6’6” sophomore forward Lavonte Douglass who is
averaging 18.7 points and 11.7
rebounds on the season.
The team is not worried about going up against
Kishwaukee’s star player. According to Andrews, “We are
going to deal with him no differently than anybody else. We
just need to pressure the ball
and continue to do what got
us here.” Derek Williams put it
plainly: “The big guy is gonna
lock him up. If Paco [Boussougnou] comes to play, we are
gonna lock him up.”
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Amrit_Aburmad

Showana_Paul

By Anthony Willis
Reporter

By Matthew Nelson
Reporter

One of Mercer County Community
College’s star soccer players has received a full scholarship to Boston
College, where he will transfer to
play Division I soccer for the Golden
Eagles in the fall.
Aburmad, who is a secondyear Business major at Mercer was
born in Tel Aviv, Israel and plans
to change to an International Business major when he transfers to BC.
Academics played a significant part
Aburmad’s decision to attend Boston College. He says, “I believe that
in the world that we are living in today, with all the new technology and
the fast way that our world is moving, international business will best
serve my goals in the future.”
Aburmad, a 5’6” midfielder,
has been a dominant player for Mercer the past two years. As a freshman, he was named a first-team
National Junior College Athletic Association All- American, while also
leading his team with 19 goals. This
past season he scored 13 goals and
eight assists for the Vikings and was
an All-Region XIX first-team selection.
John Simone, Mercer’s Athletics Director and Assistant Dean of
Student Affairs describes Aburmad
saying, “He is very talented and has
great vision on the field. He plays
with a lot of confidence.”
Asked about his recruitment experience, Aburmad said,
“After my first season with Mercer
we lost in semi finals of the national
tournament and our team played
very well, a lot of coaches saw us
and I started getting offers from big
schools from the east coast and the
west coast.” Aburmad added “BC
was very serious about me and I find
it as the best place for me. They play
for the ACC so you play against the
best schools in the country.”
Aburmad began playing
soccer at a very young age.
“My mother always told me
that I was kicking balls from the second that I got to this world. When
I was a young boy I was out all day
outside playing from 7a.m. before
school even started, then between
classes and after school till the
night,” says Aburmad.
Aburmad went on to play
for his town’s club team and by high
school he was playing on the Israeli
national under-18 team. He says of
that time, “I played for my club team
and did good work and worked hard
everyday to try and get my game
better.”
Of his time at Mercer Aburmad says, “I hope that I can represent Mercer with a lot of respect.
Mercer has played a big part in my
enrollment to BC. A big part from
my scholarship to BC belongs also
to my great teammates and without
them none of this would be happening.”

Showana Paul joined the women’s
Viking’s basketball team this year
after playing for Trenton Central
High School, which has had one of
Mercer County’s top girls’ basketball
teams for the past three seasons.
Paul, who is only 5’2”
helped the Vikings finish the regular
season with a record of 21-8. They
hosted the Region XIX tournament
and lost in their first-round game
against Burlington 64-59
Playing the point guard position, Paul averaged 3.2 points, 1.1
rebounds, and 1.5 assists per game
this season. She shot 38.3 percent
from the field and 26.3 percent from
the free throw line while averaging
15.6 minutes of play per game.
Vikings Head Coach Mike
Tenaglia says, “[Paul] comes with a
lot of energy, a lot of determination.
She’s hard working. I think if she
continues to go about her practice
and her business that way, I think
she’s going to be a pretty good player next year.”
Tanaglia went on to describe Paul’s abilities saying, “Her
speed is probably her biggest asset.
She is very quick. She should be one
of our better players and she should
in fact have a real opportunity to
start [next year]. Whether she has
that or not depends on how much
time she puts in and how much understanding she gets out of it.”
While at Trenton Central
High School, Paul was coached by
Reggie Murray who lead them to defeat Hamilton West High School in
the championship game.
“Showana Paul was an outstanding student athlete,” Murray
says, adding, “She would stay after
practices and do whatever it took to
be good.”
Of her skills on the court
Murray says, “She wasn’t an exceptionally great player...but there was
nobody on the team that could outhustle her.”
Paul says her biggest challenge is maintaining the right attitude. “When you got a team that
expects so much of you, and you
may not get it all the time, and you
just feel like everything is towards
you, it makes you feel really low, so
I just put my head down a lot,” she
says. But Paul credits Coach Tenaglia with teaching her how to keep
her head up high.
Paul’s says her best moment this season was when the Vikings hosted Manor College, of Jenkintown, Pennsylvania. Mercer won
the January 5 game by a final score
of 65-50. Although Manor is a highly
confident team, Paul says, “We knew
that we could beat them.” She adds
that to beat a strong competitor is
“the best thing.”
Paul is an Information
Technology major. She hopes to
become a Computer Engineer one
day. Meanwhile she hopes to start
for the Vikings next year.
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Above: Nick Hvasta, 19, rolls a strike at Collonial Lanes in Lawrence, NJ. Top left:
Amrit Aburmad a Viking men’s soccer mid-fielder will transfer to Boston College in
the fall. Top right: Mercer freshman Showana Paul averaged 3.2 points per game for
the Viking women’s basketball team this year.

Nick_Hvasta
By Nick Longo
Reporter

A survey was taken of 30 Mercer Students that asked “If you initially don’t
like an activity, would you give up on
it?” A full 90 percent of students said
yes. Nick Hvasta, 19, is among the other
10 per cent.
On January 10, former Mercer student and Lawrence Township
resident Nick Hvasta won the Classic
League championship. Hvasta defeated
opponent Christopher Yolen 266 to 230
and was awarded the $5,000 grand prize
which he used to help pay for his tuition
at The College of New Jersey.
While bowling is a Hvasta family pastime, the sport did not come naturally to Nick. His father, Nick Hvasta Sr.
introduced him to bowling at the age
of five, when he brought him to play a
game at Colonial Lanes Bowling Alley in
Lawrence.
“Bowling was a sport passed
down in our family and I felt it was the
perfect age to start teaching him the basics” says Hvasta Sr.
But as five-year-old, the frustration of frequent gutter balls and not
being able to knock down a single pin,
nearly caused Nick to quit. Hvasta Sr.
wouldn’t give up, however. He just kept
bringing his son to the alley.
Now, even with the busy
schedule of a full student of TCNJ, bowling remains a priority for Hvasta. He
has learned to balance his bowling with

schoolwork has become a leading scorer
in his league without letting his GPA suffer.
He plays at both Curtis Lanes in
Ewing and Colonial Lanes in Lawrence,
playing for the singles league “The Classic League” which features one-on-one
matchups between players.
Along with winning a championship, the perfect game Hvasta rolled in
September of 2009 is among his proudest moment. “The pressure didn’t hit me
until about the seventh or eighth frame,”
said Hvasta. “I was on the verge of perfection and I could feel people starting to
look on”
Christopher Yolen, whom Hvasta beat for the Classic League Championship says, “[Nick] is a tough opponent but one that is very knowledgeable
and respectable of the sport. He always
shows good sportsmanship. Whether
win or lose, he’ll walk over after every
game and give you a solid handshake”
Hvasta’s statistics have peaked
this year. He is averaging a score of 186
with 6 strikes per game. He attributes his
success to his father who helped him become the bowler he is now through hard
work and never giving up.
Hvasta says, “It’s a bit cliché but
practice makes perfect, I truly don’t believe I would be successful if it weren’t
for all the time I put it practicing.”
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY SPLC
The Student Press Law Center
celebrates 35 years of advocacy
By Christopher Collins
Reporter

On September 30, Adam Goldstein, a lawyer at the Student
Press Law Center in in Arlington, Virginia, hit a milestone. He
answered his 10,000th phone
call request for help since he
came on the job in 2003. At least
three of those calls came from
The College Voice to check on
matters of policy and public records access.
The Student Press Law
Center, turns 35 this year. The
SPLC serves high school and
college level student publications with press law resources
and advice. The Center is a
politically neutral, non-profit
organization that is funded entirely by donations from individuals, foundations, and corporations.
An issue that is constantly voiced to the SPLC is the
difficulty in accessing information that is legally available to
the public.

“People are constantly
telling us that they can’t get
timely or accurate information
on crime statistics on campus”
says First Amendment lawyer,
and former journalist, Frank
LoMonte, Executive Director of
the SPLC.
When trying to access
information available under
state or federal open records
laws, a formal request is often
necessary. The SPLC website
tries to make this process simpler by providing a State Open
Records Law Request Letter
Generator. This tool allows student journalists to simply select
their state, fill in blanks, and
have an information request
letter generated automatically.
LoMonte also notes
that the ever-expanding use of
off-campus websites, blogs and
social networking sites has created some unique first amendment and privacy challenges.
“People are more and
more using Facebook and other
social networking sites as a li-

brary for source material,” LoMonte says. He explains that
if such content was accessed
without permission, the content owner’s privacy may have
been violated.
“It’s not entirely unlike someone’s own home, you
must be invited in,” LoMonte
says, adding, “If I gain admission through the inducement of
a friend, there could be an invasion of privacy.”
Part of the issue is an
ethical matter. Once published
online, information can reach
further than any hardcopy paper ever could, and inaccurate
or libelous statements could
haunt someone for years.
Another area of particular concern to the SPLC is use
of school judicial boards in lieu
of filing formal civil charges for
alleged student misconduct.
“The public is often
surprised to hear that student
boards are deciding things that
carry possible felony charges
and jail time in the criminal jus-

tice system.” LoMonte said.
Unlike actual court
proceedings that are normally
open to the public, these oncampus trials are often closed
sessions, and records of the disciplinary action are often unavailable to the public.
When criminal matters
are handled like academic misconduct, schools can claim that
the proceedings are protected
under the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act, FERPA.
The SPLC suggests that
that student privacy law must
be reformed. “FERPA is widely
abused” Frank LoMonte said,
adding, “Schools may hide behind FERPA to withhold embarrassing information.”
In several workshop
and seminar sessions of the
College Media Adviser’s Convention in New York City on
March 14-16, LoMonte addressed hundreds of college
journalists and their advisers

(including six VOICE staffers)
on the shortcomings of FERPA
and the best ways student journalists can work with college
administrators to ensure that
private information is kept private and public information is
provided to journalists.
The
SPLC
maintains an extensive website
that is a one-stop repository
for press law issues such as
libel, privacy, source protection and Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests.
The organization recently released a third edition
of Law of the Student Press, a
comprehensive resource for
school publishing. The 20 Chapter, 400+ page volume contains
newly updated sections to cover
fair use of online media and the
effect of recent Supreme Court
decisions on censorship.
For more information
about the SPLC visit the SPLC
link on www.mcccvoice.org.
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IF YOU PUT YOUR

OPINION IN PRINT,

IS LAZINESS

ercer’s real parking problem is that
students
refuse
to be held accountable and
they’re straight lazy (Mmm
hmm, I went there).
There are always
parking spots available, and
plenty of them at that. In
a survey of 35 Mercer students, only three responded
that they had ever not found
a single spot. When asked
where they parked the times
they couldn’t find spots, two
students answered “All the
way in the back of the parking lot.” When I asked them if
that meant that, in fact there
had been spots just maybe
not the most convenient
ones, those same students
said, “Yeah, but I ended up
being late to class.” Finding
a spot you like, and finding a
spot are not the same thing.
If you are in college
you ought to be able to figure
out that if you have class at
10:30 a.m. every Monday and
Wednesday, and the past two
weeks you haven’t been able
to find parking at 10:25, you
are going to have to leave for
school earlier. Like the draft,
18 should be the limit for trying to blame other people
(or, in the case of parking,
inanimate objects) for your
problems.
For the students
who
constantly
whine
about walking to class in
the bad weather, let me introduce you to a few of my
little friends: hats, umbrellas,
hoodies, raincoats, ponchos
and even rainboots are easily
obtainable at local apparel
retail stores. These garments
and accessories keep your
clothes, hair and feet dry. In
fact, rainboots are climbing
the fashion charts and are
very much in style (look out
Uggs!).
For the cold weather and the snow --and this
winter has been especially
cold and snowy-- consider
yourselves lucky. Facilities
and maintenance have done
a great job of plowing the
sidewalks and parking lots
so old fashioned snow shoes
aren’t necessary. But in the
cold, there are a number of
articles of clothing and accessories made to keep you
cozy when the cold weather
hits: pea coats, down jackets,
hats, gloves, mittens, scarves,
wool socks and long under-
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wear are good bets.
Moving beyond the inexplicable unwillingness
of students to
take responsibility for themselves,
let’s talk about
the laziness, which is even
more baffling. All too often I
sit listening to both girls and
guys talking about how they
need to go on a diet or start
working out, how they recently
joined a gym and are trying to
eat healthier. Invariably, these
are the same people that complain about how far the walk is
from the parking lot to Mercer’s
buildings.
In that same vein
comes the most ironic quote
in College Voice history. In
Amber Zahn’s article “Parking
Still a Tight Squeeze at Mercer,”
she quotes Gianna Marchesi,
a third-year Exercise Science
major as saying “I think that
the parking lot needs to expand
a lot more towards the school.
There is no reason that we have
to walk that far. We don’t need
the scenery to enjoy at school,
we have parks for that.” Marchesi adds, “I took all online
classes this semester to avoid
the long walk in the rain or
snow…” Now that is who I want
teaching P.E. one day, someone
literally too lazy to walk from
their car while studying for a
degree in Exercise Science.
On another note,
many people pay thousands of
dollars to attend colleges with
beautiful, green campuses –
like Princeton and Rider and
TCNJ-- while Mercer students
are willing to destroy nature to
shorten their walk by a couple
feet. My guess is, if they did
ever shorten the walks at Mercer everyone would be complaining about how there is no
more pretty grass or trees, saying how ugly the campus was
compared to the pretty campuses of the big, rich universities nearby.
The week after spring
break, Mercer announced it
will be opening faculty and staff
parking lots to students with
parking decals starting at 3:30
p.m. on weekday afternoons. I
imagine it won’t be long before
I start hearing cries of: “why do
we have to having a parking decal to get into the staff parking
lot, that’s so stupid!” and “WTF,
all my classes are in the morning. How does this help me?”

A

s I gathered and
read hundreds of different
college
newspapers
that were on
display at the
College Media Advisors Convention (CMA) in New York
over spring break, I found an
unusually high number of
opinion articles on lame topics
like over-priced grilled cheese
and typical tuition complaints.
When did we become so boring, I wondered?
So, with the Voice’s
First Amendment Free Food
Festival just a little more than
a month away, and in the spirit
of the First Amendment itself,
I present to you the Oppys, the
best and worst of the college
newspaper opinion writing to
be found at the CMA.
Winner of the 2010
Most Boring Topic Oppy goes
to Thiago Estevam from Robert
Morris University’s The Sentry.
Estevam’s topic: whether or
not to drive in the snow. Okay,
so we had a blustery winter,
Sentry, but was winter driving
the best you could do?
Opinion pieces aren’t
icebreakers! Don’t talk about
the weather.
Granted,
Estevam’s
piece was as well written as it
could be considering it tried
to take a stand on the weather,
but was there really nothing
else to cover?
Runner up in the
Most Boring Topic category
goes to the grilled cheese article by Brennon Clar of North
Idaho College’s The Sentinel.
Our newsroom made a collective sigh when we realized you
evaluated the cost of bread and
cheese but never bothered to
factor in the cost of labor; consumer math, anyone?
Opinions that are really just personal anecdotes were
well represented this year, and
so we give the Oppy for Lamest
Personal Anecdote to Lyndon
State College’s The Critic article
entitled “First time blood donor; second coming up,” by Sebastian C. Lury. I can sum this
article up in less than 15 words:
squeezed a ball; got a needle in
my arm; felt good about myself.
We do give Lury props
though, for trying to appeal to
his college audience by connecting donating blood with
losing his virginity; he opens
the article with “They say you

Sara Gatling

Write to The College VOICE!
Do you have something to say? The College VOICE accepts letters to
the editor. Submissions should be no more than 300 words; longer
submissions may be shortened. Submit materials in electronic
format, and include your name and status at Mercer (major and
year, faculty or staff position or alumnus). All materials submitted
become the property of The College VOICE, which reserves the
right to reject or edit material based on length, taste or clarity.

never forget your first time and
I doubt I will forget mine.”
A close cousin of the
personal anecdote is what I’ve
come to think of as the Wikipedia opinion. Lury manages to
pull this off on top of his personal anedote when he wanders off
for several paragraphs to give
you a series of fun facts about
who blood donation can help
and when the chance to donate
will come again. On a bad day
the Wiki-ops turn into PR pieces, on a good day you just think
to yourself: why?
This year’s Oppy for
the Most Wiki-Like Opinion
also comes from The Critic. The
article by Kristen A. Oberle is
called “SAD-Seasonal Affective
Disorder.” In it Oberle devotes
an entire half page to the symptoms and treatments of SAD.
The topic says it all. Hey, Kristen Oberle, do these treatments
work for opinion articles? Because this piece is sad.
Things weren’t all bad,
however. This year’s Top Op
Hall of Fame inductee is The Villanovan of Villanova University.
They had four glorious pages of
splendid opinions. Why were
they so great? They were witty,
they were interesting. Simply
put, the Villanovan’s opinions
were interesting, addressed a
broad audience and were fun to
read.
In Joey Bagnasco’s
“War of words rages on campus” about desk graffiti he says
“I wouldn’t want to be associated with someone who thinks
they are a riot because they
furtively (and quite poorly) illustrated a male member on a
library carrel.”
Bagnasco tackles an
issue that seems somewhat juvenile, but his writing is strong,
smart, witty and concise. His
colleague at the Villanovan,
Matilda Swartz writes about
internships in her article “The
agony of internships” saying
“This summer I will not end up
in France, skipping around the
Avenue Montaigne…more likely I may end up interning somewhere in the United States, doing coffee runs and befriending
the copy machine.”
Opinion articles may
be a student’s only chance to
publish a hard stance on a controversial issue. As Michael Koretzky, advisor to Florida Atlantic University’s University Press
frequently reminded students
at the CMA, “You have the rest
of your life to be boring!”
How to contact us:
e-mail: sara_gatling@yahoo.com
phone: (609) 586-4800 ext. 3594
write to: The College VOICE
Mercer County College
PO Box B
Trenton, NJ 08550
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JUST 4 FUN
horoscopes

ASK THE VOICE: good answers to tough questions
Help is
here!

Dear Voice,
Boxers or briefs?
-Cap’n Underpants
Dear Cap’n,
Commando
-The Voice
_____
Dear Voice,
In these tough times,
what the longest
usable life of a
condom?
-Broke
Dear Broke,
It depends on the
people that used it

before you.
-The Voice
_____
Dear Voice,
My boyfriend won’t
have sex with me
unless I stop talking.
What do I do?
- Chatty Cathy
Dear Cathy,
Never under estimate
the importance of body
language.
- The Voice
Dear Voice,
I’m nursing a really
bad hang-over and
have a test today.
What do I do?
- In E. Briated
Dear In E. Briated,
Dance Monkey, Dance!
-The Voice
Dear Voice,

I’m up against a
paper deadline and
all I want to do is go to
sleep. Any advice?
-Zzzzzz
Dear Snoozy,
Deadline? DEADLINE?
You think you’ve got
deadlines you should
come work at the
Voice. That would
teach you about
deadlines. Actually,
if you’re feeling like
procrasinating the
Voice would be a fine
activity for you.
- The Voice

Capricorn

Dec. 22 - Jan. 19
I see fame, fortune, and
love in your future. You
will exceed your goals
and claim victory over
your enemies. And
then you will wake up.

Aquarius

Pisces

Jan. 20 - Feb. 18
People may seem to
be turning against you.
Relax and try not to be
paranoid. It may not
even be something you
did or said.

Feb. 19 - Mar. 20
You will roll with the
punches this month
and accept the fact that
sometimes life isn’t fair.
How else would Tyler
Perry have made $125
million last year?

_____
NOTE: THIS FEATURE IS
FOR ENTERTAINMENT
PURPOSES ONLY. ANY
RESEMBLANCE TO
ACTUAL PROBLEMS IS
PURELY COINCIDENTAL.

THEME CROSSWORD: CD COLLECTION

Taurus
Apr. 20 - May 20
This is the month to be
arrogant. Seize power
and expect great things
to come. It worked out
for Scar in The Lion
King and it will surely
work out for you.

Virgo

Aug. 23 - Sept. 22
Nobody likes preachy
people but everyone
likes Oprah, so now’s
the time for you to start
listening to your inner
feelings. Putting gifts
under people’s seats
works too.

Gemini

May 21 - Jun. 20
The planets are going
crazy and it may be
affecting you. Mercury
is wreaking havoc in
your personal life and
Pluto is messing around
with Uranus.

Libra

Sept. 23 - Oct. 22
Listen to the advice
others are giving you,
but trust your own
instincts. Parents
have ulterior motives
for helping you; try to
find a nice unbiased
homeless guy to help.

2X THE GET FUZZY AND DILBERT!

DOWN

ACROSS
1. Nanny’s nemesis
5. Not fem. or neut.
9. Prefix with medic
13. Chrysler model
introduced in 1929
19. Caspian port
20. Long time in Tijuana
21. Heavy obligation
22. One or the other
23. Little Nell’s creator
26. Makes fun of
27. Habitual speeder’s
expense
28. Cut off escape
29. Batter’s hope
30. Gibson’s network
33. Actor Kilmer
34. One of the 12
apostles
35. Mustached Marx
39. Soothed
41. Lawmaker
42. Palestinian org.
43. Store
44. Elegant behavior
45. Quebec-born pop
star
47. Cuckoo
48. Border on
49. Fountain serving
50. With “The,” 1953
Biblical flick
51. Songbird
52. Crash site?
53. Fine print, in a way
55. Location
56. “-- Triste” (Sibelius)
57. Turn on an empty
oven
59. Acid-alcohol compound
61. Signs up a new
tenant
62. Journal
63. Nero’s mom
64. Celts
65. A saw, literally
67. Harness racer,
perhaps

68. Boom-box setting
71. French friars?
72. A great deal
73. Next door
76. Tot up
77. -- ex machina
78. Place for bird’s eye
view
79. Spanish surrealist,
b. 1893
80. Stepped on it
81. April addressee
82. Past-midnight talker
86. Knife guy
87. To be sure, senor
89. Transport initials?
90. What Rick and Elsa
would always have
91. Things for shooting?
92. Distress calls
94. For some rock musicians, it’s heavy
95. Gal of song
96. Negative
97. Right angle
98. Dawn
99. Have a hunch
101. Mogadishu native
104. Scopes’ defender
109. All together
110. Inter -111. Old newspaper
section
112. Bimonthly tide
113. Emcee rituals
114. Soil additive
115. It’s too small to see
116. James of the blues

Aries

Mar. 21 - Apr. 19
Is it the bright city
lights or the quaint,
rustic countryside
that calls to you? If it
were me, I would take
the first train ticket to
either place, as long
as the train left Mercer
County.

1. London broadcaster
2. Stadium echo
3. Alias
4. Racetrack, so to
speak
5. Wild woman of
mythology
6. Photographer Adams
7. Installs a lawn
8. TV crime staple
9. Big name in video
games
10. Windflower
11. Unpleasant encounter
12. Part of NRA
13. Oust from the
palace
14. Kids’ refrain
15. Where it stands
16. Expressions of
surprise
17. Kind of intersection
18. Conjunctions
24. Philbrick led three
of these
25. Frijoles seasoning
30. Dogpatch creator
31. Shaped like an
onion
32. “Children’s Corner”
composer
34. Sir Georg, the
conductor
35. The world
36. Passenger on the
“Beagle” in 1831
37. Lincoln, by reputation
38. Expresses a view
40. D-Day lander
41. Miss Ward
42. Peter, to Muscovites
45. Like a malicious
remark
46. More parched
49. Stiller partner
51. Half of WA town
53. Loved ones

54. Be washed away
55. Bow’s opposite
56. Brown thrush
58. Employs
60. Sault -- Marie
61. Stallone character
63. November parade
sponsor
64. Comic Shandling
65. Hurtful malady
66. European peninsula
67. Runs smoothly, as
an engine
69. Two-character
musical of 1966
70. Most peculiar
72. American plan
includes them
74. Cyber-correspondence
75. Is under the
weather
78. One kind of paint
80. Spinner
83. Outdoors
84. Quick win with dice
85. Window decor
86. Wood for models
88. Lofty principles
91. Haphazard
93. Apportion
94. Head of a mosque
95. Take care of, as a
duty
98. Con game
99. Sean Connery, for
one
100. Bald eagle’s cousin
101. Brother of Osiris
102. Yoko
103. Wharton degree
105. Gun-owner’s org.
106. Not active: abbr.
107. Morsel for dobbin
108. Depression-era
agcy.

Cancer

Jun. 21 - Jul. 22
Your hard work and
thoughfulness are two
things others admire in
you. Keep doing what
you are doing an soon
you will be noticed.

Scorpio

Oct. 23 - Nov. 21
You are the most
wonderful, kind, sweet
and generous person.
You are treasured by
your family and friends
and good things will
soon come your way.

Leo

Jul. 23 - Aug. 22
The planets are aligning
for you finally. All
the right people are
doing the right things
and soon you will be
offered an excellent
opportunity.

Sagittarius

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21
From time to time
people will test your
limits, but you must
stay strong and not lose
your temper, your job
may depend on it.

